Wall-less sample preparation of microm-sized sample spots for femtomole detection limits of proteins from liquid based UV-MALDI matrices.
Previously, we introduced wall-less sample preparation (WaSP), technology that involves the use of an electrodynamic balance (EDB) to prepare microm-sized sample spots for analysis by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS). In that work we demonstrated the detection of femtomole quantities of a low molecular weight peptide and a hydrophobic ester (both <600 Da). Here we use WaSP to test the hypothesis that the use of small sample spot sizes and an instrument equipped with delayed extraction would increase the analytical utility of liquid sample spots for peptide and protein (>2500 Da) analysis by UV-MALDI-TOF-MS (Sze et al.; J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 1998, 9, 166-174). To aid the optimization of preparing microm-sized sample spots by WaSP, optical microscopy and mass spectrometry were used to investigate nonvolatile solute concentration effects on droplet fission and sample spot size, modifications of the EDB electric field to control droplet ejection, and the use of multiple droplet deposition to increase sample loading. Also described is a rapid deposition mode of operation for WaSP that allows single droplets generated at 1 Hz to be levitated briefly ( approximately 500 ms) before being ejected autonomously and deposited as a concentrated sample spot with a spatial accuracy of +/-5 microm. To test the sensitivity of the method, one hundred glycerol droplets (270 pL each, 27 nL total) each containing 32 amol lysozyme were deposited on top of each other one-at-a-time to create a single sample spot. Using a mass spectrometer equipped with delayed extraction to analyze this sample spot, we verified the hypothesis of Sze et al. by achieving detection limits three orders of magnitude below that previously observed for the detection of a protein by UV-MALDI-TOF-MS with a chemical-doped liquid matrix sample preparation.